Behçet’s syndrome: providing integrated care
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Abstract: Behçet’s syndrome (BS) is a multisystem vasculitis that presents with a variety of mucocutaneous manifestations such as oral and genital ulcers, papulopustular lesions and erythema nodosum as well as ocular, vascular, gastrointestinal and nervous system involvement. Although it occurs worldwide, it is especially prevalent in the Far East and around the Mediterranean Sea. Male gender and younger age at disease onset are associated with a more severe disease course. The management of BS depends on the severity of symptoms. If untreated, morbidity and mortality are considerably high in patients with major organ involvement. Multidisciplinary patient care is essential for the management of BS, as it is for other multisystem diseases. Rheumatologists, dermatologists, ophthalmologists, neurologists, cardiovascular surgeons and gastroenterologists are members of the multidisciplinary team. In this study, we reviewed the epidemiology, etiology, diagnostic criteria sets, clinical findings and treatment of BS and highlighted the importance of the multidisciplinary team in the management of BS.
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Introduction

Hulusi Behçet, a Turkish dermatologist, first described two patients with a triple-symptom complex of relapsing oral and genital ulcerations and uveitis in 1937, and now this syndrome bears his name.1 Behçet’s syndrome (BS) is a complex multisystem vasculitis with an unknown etiology. Vasculitis can involve all sizes and types of vessels in BS, and several organ systems can be affected. Mucocutaneous lesions such as oral ulcers (OUs) and genital ulcers (GUs), erythema nodosum (EN) and papulopustular lesions (PPL) are the most common findings. Eyes, vascular, gastrointestinal (GI) and nervous system are the types of major organ involvement in BS.2 Among them, vascular and nervous system involvement are the most common causes of mortality in BS.3

Epidemiology

BS occurs worldwide. However, it is more prevalent among populations living along the Silk Road, an ancient network of trade routes that expands from the Mediterranean Sea to the Far East. Turkey has the highest prevalence of BS in the range of 20–421/100000 population.4 The surveys conducted in Turkey were quite similar in methodology, and all were cross-sectional and population based. The results of these surveys may be summarized as follows: 1) the highest prevalence was in the Asian part of Turkey, 2) pediatric cases were very rare, 3) the patients from urban areas seem to have a less severe disease, 4) the frequency of pathergy positivity differed across the...
regions, 5) there were less BS patients among the Armenians who live in Istanbul reflecting the genetic background and 6) HLA-B51 carriers were less common in these surveys than in hospital-based patients.4

Although it is less common in Europe and US, it is remarkable to point out that BS is much more common than the other vasculitides in France.5 An increase in prevalence over the decades observed in Japan, Germany and Italy may be explained by the increased disease recognition and migration from prevalent countries.6

Both genders are affected with an equal gender predilection; however, BS runs a more severe course among males.7 There is also a difference in disease expression between genders. A meta-analysis found that ocular involvement, folliculitis, PPL, skin pathergy test (SPT) positivity and vascular involvement were more common among males, whereas joint involvement, EN and GUs were more frequent among females. There was no gender difference for GI and neurologic involvement.8 Moreover, there is a considerable amount of observations regarding regional differences in clinical characteristics. GI involvement is reported as high as 30% among BS patients from Korea and Japan compared to clinical characteristics.9 over the decades observed in Japan, Germany and Italy may be explained by the increased disease recognition and migration from prevalent countries.6

BS usually occurs in the third decade of life and is rare in younger and older (>50) individuals. Younger age of onset is associated with severe disease, and course of BS becomes stable over time.10

**Etiology**

The cause of BS is still unknown; however, it is likely that both genetic and environmental factors play a role in the development of BS. Although BS is not a Mendelian disorder, familial aggregation supports a genetic background.13 HLA-B51 is the most established genetic risk factor for BS that was confirmed by the recent genome-wide association studies.14,15 A meta-analysis showed that HLA-B51 carriers had approximately six times increased risk of developing BS, regardless of ethnic origin.16 In another meta-analysis, assessing its role on disease expression, HLA-B51 positivity was more frequent among males and was somewhat correlated with GUs, ocular and skin lesions, whereas it had a protective role for GI involvement. Since the prevalence of vascular and neurologic involvement associated with increased mortality did not differ among HLA-B51-positive and -negative patients, the authors suggested that HLA-B51 did not have a prognostic role.17 Additionally, non-HLA associations such as ERAP1, IL23R and IL10 variations were also reported to be associated with BS susceptibility. A low frequency of BS among the Japanese who migrated to the US18 and among Turkish immigrants to Germany19 points out to the role of the environment. However, this finding has not been confirmed in a population-based study conducted in France.20 Other findings that support the role of environmental factors are a lower socioeconomic status in BS patients compared to patients with ankylosing spondylitis and inflammatory bowel diseases21 and a clear association of poor oral hygiene with OUs.22 Interestingly, recurrent aphthous stomatitis, which has a quite similar histopathology to BS ulcers, is more prevalent among high socioeconomic groups.23

**Diagnostic/classification criteria**

BS has no pathognomonic laboratory test for diagnosis. There are 17 sets of diagnostic criteria for BS.24 Among them, two were made by the collaboration of experts from several countries: The International Study Group (ISG) criteria for Behçet’s disease and The International Criteria for Behçet’s Disease (ICBD). ISG criteria for Behçet’s disease, developed in 1990, are the most widely used set (Table 1).25 It includes

### Table 1 Diagnostic criteria sets for BS, ISG and ICBD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISG criteriaa</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Revised ICBD criteriab</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent OUs</td>
<td>Major/minor aphthous or herpetiform ulceration (at least 3 times a year)</td>
<td>Oral aphthous lesions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent GUs</td>
<td>Aphthous ulcer or scarring</td>
<td>Genital aphthous lesions</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular involvement</td>
<td>Anterior/posterior uveitis or cells in vitreus or retinal vasculitis</td>
<td>Ocular involvement</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin lesions</td>
<td>EN, pseudofolliculitis, PPL or acneiform nodules in post-adolescent patient not on steroid therapy</td>
<td>Skin lesions</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive pathergy test</td>
<td>Read by physician at 24–48 hours</td>
<td>Vascular involvement</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS involvement</td>
<td>CNS involvement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive pathergy test</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** BS diagnosis is made in the presence of recurrent OUs and 2 additional criteria. OUs, GUs and EN may be reported by the patient or physician, whereas skin lesions other than EN must be observed by physician. *Point score system >3 indicates BS diagnosis. Pathergy test is not involved in the primary scoring system. However, given its specificity for BS, when pathergy test is done, extra point may be assigned.**

**Abbreviations:** BS, Behçet’s syndrome; ISG, The International Study Group; ICBD, The International Criteria for Behçet’s Disease; OUI, oral ulcer; GUI, genital ulcer; EN, erythema nodosum; PPL, papulopustular lesions; CNS, central nervous system.
four clinical findings in addition to a positive SPT. Among the clinical findings such as oral, genital, skin and ocular lesions, recurrent OU is a mandatory item. Although the ISG criteria were published as diagnostic criteria, there was a later debate whether they should have been called classification criteria. This, however, was probably an unnecessary exercise since a diagnosis is nothing more or less than a classification in an individual patient. A new set of diagnostic criteria, ICBD, was proposed by an international team of Behçet’s experts in 2006 and then revised in 2010. In ICBD, vascular manifestations, that were used as a criterion in most of the previous sets of diagnostic criteria, and neurologic involvement were added to five items of ISG criteria (Table 1). Considering that OU may be absent in 1–10% of BS patients reported from 14 countries, especially at the beginning of the disease, OU was no longer a mandatory criterion. ICBD yielded not only higher sensitivity but also a decrease in specificity, leading to more misclassified patients. Since specificity is much more important than sensitivity in diagnosing rare diseases, the possibility of misdiagnosis of several patients with other diagnosis as BS is an important disadvantage for the ICBD criteria.

**Clinical findings**

**Mucocutaneous lesions**

**OUs**

A comprehensive review on clinical characteristics of BS patients from 27 countries showed that 93–100% BS patients had OU. Differentiating OU of BS from those of recurrent aphthous stomatitis may be difficult especially when it occurs as the earliest manifestation. OUs are categorized according to their size and shape: major, minor and herpetiform ulcers (Figure 1A). Minor ulcers (<1 cm in diameter) are the most frequent type of OUs. Major ulcers (>1 cm in diameter) are seen less frequently but are more painful and deeper than minor ulcers. They also heal more slowly, often resulting in scarring. Herpetiform ulcers, the rarest type, manifest as numerous, shallow and small-pinpoint ulcers. All types of OUs can be present anywhere on the oral mucosa, and different types of OUs may also be seen at the same time. Unfortunately, most BS patients continue to have OUs during follow-up despite a decrease in frequency with aging. Moreover, frequent recurrence of OUs during early disease has been shown as a predictive factor for major organ involvement among males. They were also found to be the most common reason for work disability in BS in the UK. Hence, OUs remain to be an important clinical problem in BS.

**GUs**

GUs are the second most common clinical finding in BS. They occur mostly on the scrotum in men and vulva in women. They usually begin as a papule that quickly ulcerates. They clinically resemble OUs, but healing is generally observed within 10–30 days, with scar formation in two-thirds of the patients. GU-like lesions, sometimes called extragenital ulcers, may be rarely observed in areas such as under the breasts, axilla and interdigital areas.

**Skin lesions**

PPL and acneiform lesions are the most common skin lesions, occurring mostly on the trunk and the extremities (Figure 1A).

Figure 1 Mucocutaneous lesions of Behçet’s syndrome.

Notes: (A) OU; (B) GU with a scar; (C) PPL; (D) acne with arthritis; (E) EN and (F) leg ulcers.

Abbreviations: OU, oral ulcer; GU, genital ulcer; PPL, papulopustular lesions; EN, erythema nodosum.
Ocular involvement

Ocular involvement is the most common major organ manifestation in BS. Around 50% of BS patients have ocular involvement; however, its frequency is up to 70% among young men whereas 30% among women and elderly BS patients. Males are more frequently affected and have an earlier disease onset and more severe disease. Intraocular inflammation may manifest as anterior, intermediate, posterior or panuveitis. Bilateral panuveitis with retinal vasculitis is the most common and severe form of ocular involvement. Ocular involvement usually occurs within 5 years after the disease onset. Mild ocular inflammation during early disease may be asymptomatic. Considering that ocular involvement can cause irreversible vision loss if left untreated, screening for ocular involvement at diagnosis is essential.

Basic ophthalmologic examination include best corrected visual acuity, intraocular pressure measurement, slit-lamp examination to determine anterior chamber inflammation and dilated funduscopy of the retina and vascular structure. Ancillary techniques are ordered when we have any suspicion of vascular and macular involvement, which comprise fundus fluorescein angiography and optic coherence tomography. It is important to differentiate BS uveitis from infectious and non-infectious uveitic conditions. First, ~20% of BS patients present with ocular involvement as an initial manifestation and systemic immunosuppressive treatment should not be delayed in such patients. Second, any patient with BS may also have infectious uveitis in which immunosuppressives are contraindicated. Ocular toxoplasmosis, a frequent cause of uveitis and a mimicker of ocular involvement of BS, is usually a unilateral disease with a characteristic active retinitis adjacent to an old scar. Fortunately, ocular inflammation due to BS has distinctive features. A masked study showed that up to 80% of Turkish uveitis specialists can differentiate BS and non-BS uveitis by evaluating ocular photographs.

GI involvement

Gastrointestinal involvement of BS (GIBS) is one of the major organ involvements related with morbidity and mortality in BS. Its prevalence shows a distinct geographic variation. The frequency of GI involvement is higher in the Far East compared to Mediterranean countries. Men and women are equally affected. GIBS shares similar features with Crohn’s disease regarding bowel findings. The presence of other BS manifestations helps in differentiating these two diseases. Additionally, perforation and massive bleeding are more common in GIBS probably due to its vasculitic nature. The most common type of involvement is focal single ulceration treatment.
in ileocecal area. Typical shape of ulcers in GIBS is round or oval (Figure 2). In histopathological examination, chronic active inflammation with or without vasculitis is present and granuloma is rarely observed. Mimicking conditions such as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug-induced enteropathy and tuberculosis must be ruled out before diagnosing GIBS.9

**Musculoskeletal involvement**

Arthritis and arthralgia are common manifestations among BS patients, with a prevalence of 40–70%.61 BS patients with joint involvement usually present with recurrent, inflammatory mono or oligoarthritis. Arthritis attacks tend to be self-limited, and erosive arthritis is rare.62 Although the larger joints such as knee, wrist, ankle and elbow are more frequently involved, hands may also be affected as seen in rheumatoid arthritis.63 PPL are the only extra-articular manifestation associated with arthritis attacks.64 There has been a debate regarding the association of BS with sacroiliitis. However, most of the controlled studies did not find a difference in the prevalence of sacroiliitis between BS patients and controls.65–68 Enthesopathy, another feature of seronegative spondyloarthropathies, is also common in a subgroup of BS patients with acne and arthritis.44 Fibromyalgia, a frequent musculoskeletal condition among rheumatologic disorders, is common in BS patients and does not seem to be associated with disease severity and manifestations.69

**Nervous system involvement**

Neuro-Behçet’s syndrome (NBS) occurs in ~5% of patients with BS; ~75–80% of NBS cases present with central nervous system involvement, which is called “parenchymal NBS” and affects the telencephalic–diencephalic junction, brainstem and spinal cord (Figure 3). These patients present with a subacute (or rarely acute) onset of severe headache, dysarthria, ataxia and hemiparesis. The second most common form of neurological involvement is cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST), which is also called vascular NBS or extra-axial NBS. CVST occurs in up to 20% of patients with NBS in the adult BS population,70 whereas it is the most common form of neurological involvement seen in the pediatric NBS population.71 CVST will be detailed in the “Vascular involvement” section.

NBS is often included in the differential diagnosis of multiple sclerosis (MS) and in stroke in young adults, especially in the absence of its known systemic symptoms and signs. Optic neuritis, sensory symptoms and spinal cord involvement, which are common in MS, are rare in NBS. The magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings are distinct from those of NBS; more discrete, smaller brainstem lesions are seen in MS, as well as more periventricular and ovoid lesions in the hemispheres.72 Spinal cord involvement rarely extends more than a few vertebral segments in MS, compared with the more extensive lesions of NBS, similar to neuromyelitis.
optica spectrum disorder (NMOSD). However, the NMO-IgG Ab is negative in NBS myelitis. The CSF also reveals different patterns, with more prominent pleocytosis and a low rate of positivity for oligoclonal bands in parenchymal NBS as compared with MS.

Vascular involvement
Vascular involvement has a more severe course especially among male patients with a younger age at disease onset. Venous vessels are affected more commonly than arterial vessels. The inflammatory process at arterial vessels usually leads to aneurysms due to acute and destructive vasculitis. Bleeding is a symptom of arterial aneurysms rather than venous thrombosis. On the other hand, extensive adherent thrombus formation is the typical finding of venous vessel involvement without an increase of thromboembolism. The pathogenesis of thrombosis in BS seems to be caused by inflammation of the vessel wall rather than a procoagulant state. Venous and pulmonary artery involvement usually occurs within 5 years of disease onset, and arterial involvement tends to develop later during the disease course. Ten percent of BS patients have their first vascular event before fulfilling ISG criteria. Elevated acute phase reactants and fever are common features of vascular involvement in BS.

Venous thrombosis
Lower extremities are the most common localization of deep vein thrombosis (DVT). DVT on legs are usually the first vascular event of BS patients. DVT due to BS has some characteristics that are useful to differentiate it from DVT due to non-BS causes. Male gender, younger age at disease onset and bilateral continuous involvement of deep proximal and superficial veins are suggestive of BS. Its course is also different with more relapses and collateral formation and less recanalization of thrombus.

STM is also common among males. Its frequency may be higher than anticipated, since differentiating it from EN may be quite impossible without performing Doppler ultrasonography. Accurate diagnosis of STM is essential as DVT was found to be associated with STM.

All parts of inferior vena cava (IVC), infrahepatic, hepatic and suprahepatic parts may be involved. Patients with IVC thrombosis present with abdominal pain and swelling of lower extremities. In physical examination, abdominal collateral veins become visible. Symptoms in superior vena cava thrombosis include dyspnea, face, neck and arm swelling during the acute–subacute phase. It has a benign course due to a low relapse rate. However, complications such as pleural effusion, chylothorax and sleep apnea disorder may be seen during the chronic phase.

Although hypercoagulable conditions are the most common risk factors for Budd–Chiari syndrome (BCS) in the general population, BS is an important cause of BCS, especially in endemic areas for BS. It is essential to diagnose BS in a patient with BCS since mortality is extremely high if treated with only anticoagulation without immunosuppressive treatment. Interestingly, sometimes asymptomatic patients may be diagnosed incidentally and such patients seem to have a better prognosis.

CVST has a clear association with the other types of DVT. CVST is the initial presenting lesion in 2.2% of BS patients. Typical symptoms are headache, diplopia and nausea, resulting from intracranial hypertension. Eye examination reveals bilateral papilledema. Magnetic resonance venography is the preferred imaging modality. Male gender, subacute course, younger age at disease onset, less neurological deficit and less venous infarction are main features of CVST due to BS.

Pulmonary artery involvement
Pulmonary artery involvement is the most feared manifestation of BS. Even in the era of novel immunosuppressives, the mortality and morbidity are considerably high. As mentioned earlier, arterial involvement manifests as aneurysms or in situ thrombosis in BS. Isolated pulmonary artery thrombosis (PAT) and pulmonary artery aneurysms (PAA) with or
without in situ thrombosis have similar clinical features and prognosis. Hemoptysis and dyspnea are the most common initial symptoms but former is less seen in PAT. Pulmonary parenchymal diseases such as nodules, consolidations and cavities are present in up to 90% of BS patients with pulmonary artery involvement. These findings were considered to be due to microscopic vascular disease. While PAT or PAA may respond well to immunosuppressive therapy, some patients may be complicated with recurrent hemoptysis during their follow-up due to bronchial artery enlargement.

**Peripheral arterial involvement**

Peripheral artery involvement is much less common than pulmonary artery involvement. This may be explained by the similarities in structure between venous vessels and pulmonary arteries. Abdominal aorta and arteries of lower extremities are most often affected, whereas upper limb, carotid and cerebral arteries as well as visceral arteries may be involved. The initial symptoms vary according to the involved artery. Peripheral artery aneurysms on extremities may be easily detected as painful and pulsatile mass.

**Cardiac involvement**

Cardiac involvement is rare and manifests as intracardiac thrombus (ICT), pericarditis, myocarditis, endocarditis, endomyocardial fibrosis, coronary arteritis and valvular disease.

ICT is rare but has a strong association with vascular involvement. Fever, dyspnea, hemoptysis and chest pain are common initial symptoms. The typical location of ICT is the right ventricle or atrium. Coronary aneurysms, frequently co-occurring with coronary stenosis, may be isolated or multiple. The clinical manifestations range from asymptomatic to acute coronary syndrome. Sinus valsalva aneurysms and the aortic root involvement may be complicated with acute or chronic aortic insufficiency.

**Post-thrombotic syndrome and leg ulcers**

Post-thrombotic syndrome describes a set of clinical symptoms and signs associated with DVT. One study found that BS patients had higher post-thrombotic syndrome (PTS) risk when compared to patients with DVT due to non-BS causes. However, this finding was not confirmed in a later study.

Leg ulcers in BS develop around the ankle, the area between knee and ankle or on the foot (Figure 1F). The underlying condition may be necrotizing vasculitis or DVT. Necrotizing vasculitis initially manifests as multiple EN-like lesions, and then these lesions ulcerate with well-demarcated margins. The margin of ulcers due to post-thrombotic syndrome is more likely to be irregular. Recurrences and refractoriness to therapy are common in both types.

**The multidisciplinary clinic for BS**

Multidisciplinary patient care is essential for the diagnosis and management of multisystem diseases. It provides several benefits to the clinicians and the patients. Synergistic decisions for differential diagnosis and treatment can be developed, resulting from teamwork. This approach enables a faster and more accurate diagnosis and well-integrated treatment strategies that target all organs/organ systems that are involved at once. A standardized approach designed by the collaboration of clinicians from different departments allows clinicians to conduct clinical trials more easily. The process including consultation, diagnosis and treatment moves more rapidly.

A multidisciplinary team of rheumatologists, dermatologists, ophthalmologists, neurologists, cardiovascular surgeons and gastroenterologists, often led by rheumatologists, take part in the management of patients with BS.

**Screening**

Patients may be referred to our Behçet’s clinic due to various symptoms. Suspected cases are screened according to a standardized approach. Patients with recurrent OUs are questioned for other skin lesions such as GUs, EN and PPL. The frequency and duration of the lesions are also recorded. A dermatologist examines each patient for the presence of genital scars. The pathery test, performed by dermatologists, is an important part of the screening procedure and helps the diagnosis when found positive, although a negative result does not rule out BS. Patients are questioned and examined for arthritis and major organ involvement such as ocular, vascular, nervous system and GI involvement. Finally, the ophthalmologists examine for the presence of ocular involvement. Alternatively, patients with uveitis or other major organ involvement may be referred with the suspicion of BS and the presence of mucocutaneous and other lesions may reveal the diagnosis.

**Diagnosis**

The diagnosis of BS may be considered relatively easy in prevalent countries. Primary care physicians have a higher awareness of BS and patients with BS symptoms are referred to rheumatologists at an early stage. Some patients with skin lesions directly present to the dermatologists. On the other hand, a considerable portion of BS patients are admitted to...
other departments for other types of organ involvement and then they are referred to rheumatologists. This process may be the source of a diagnostic delay in non-prevalent countries. A family history may also be helpful in the diagnosis since a history of BS in first-and/or second-degree relatives was reported as 6% among BS patients. On the other hand, inflammatory markers such as erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein, leukocytes, and various cytokine levels are not helpful in the diagnosis of BS. Acute phase reactants are only helpful for indicating active disease in vascular involvement and sometimes GI involvement.

In our clinic, difficult cases are discussed regarding their diagnosis and management in a regular multidisciplinary meeting every week. Patients who do not fulfill ISG criteria but have major organ involvement with characteristic features for BS are followed in the same manner as patients fulfilling ISG criteria.

**Treatment**

In BS, clinical manifestations and their severity vary widely among patients. Moreover, the severity of the symptoms may differ during the disease course for any one patient. Mucocutaneous and joint involvement are associated with an impaired quality of life without irreversible damage, while ocular, GI, neurologic and vascular involvement may be complicated with loss of organ functions and death. Thus, the treatment should be individualized for each patient. The main principles of treatment are to suppress inflammation quickly during acute attacks in order to prevent damage and to prevent relapses with immunosuppressives if needed.

The treatment of mucocutaneous lesions depends on the severity of each lesion. For isolated OUs and GUs, topical measures are usually sufficient. Antiseptic mouth washes, sucralfate suspensions, topical lidocaine- and corticosteroid-containing gels or triamcinolone acetonide (5 mg/mL) injections are used to reduce pain and healing time of oral aphthae. For genital lesions, topical antiseptics, mid-potent corticosteroid ointments and wet dressings are useful. In severe disease systemic therapy such as oral corticosteroids, azathioprine, colchicine, thalidomide, azathioprine, interferon-alpha and anti-tumor necrosis factor alpha agents (anti-TNFs) can be needed.

For joint involvement, colchicine is the first-line treatment choice to prevent arthritis attacks. Azathioprine, interferon-alpha and anti-TNFs are the treatment options in patients with recurrent arthritis. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and intra-articular corticosteroid injections may be tried during the attacks.

Patients with posterior uveitis with or without retinal vasculitis should be treated with immunosuppressive agents such as azathioprine, cyclosporine, interferon-alpha and anti-TNFs. Systemic and/or intravitreal corticosteroid should be a part of the therapy in severe acute attacks.

Patients with vascular involvement should be treated with immunosuppressives since they have been shown to reduce relapse rate of venous thrombosis when compared to solo anti-coagulation therapy. Azathioprine and interferon-alpha are usually the initial treatment modalities used in patients with other types of venous thrombosis. Anti-TNFs may be an option for resistant cases. Although there is no evidence to show the efficacy of anti-coagulation in preventing relapses of thrombosis due to BS, they may be tried in recurrent cases with the hope of reducing PTS risk, once PAA are ruled out. An aggressive approach including cyclophosphamide along with high-dose corticosteroids is essential in patients with vascular involvement such as BCS, pulmonary artery involvement and peripheral arterial aneurysms that are associated with a high morbidity and mortality. Surgery may be required in addition to immunosuppressives in patients with peripheral arterial aneurysms.

The conventional treatment modalities for the management of GIBS are glucocorticoids, azathioprine, salazopyrine and other 5-aminosalicylic acid derivatives, similar to inflammatory bowel diseases. Anti-TNFs and thalidomide may be beneficial in refractory cases.

The treatment of acute NBS includes high-dose intravenous methylprednisolone pulses for 7–10 days followed by gradual oral tapering over 3–6 months, depending on the relapse severity. Immunosuppressive treatment including azathioprine and infliximab is essential to avoid further relapses.

**Follow-up**

Patients are usually seen every 3–6 months depending on the severity of their diseases. The frequency of mucocutaneous lesions and any new manifestations are recorded in each visit. Eye examination is repeated in every visit in patients presenting with ocular involvement. We screen vascular involvement in patients with elevated acute phase reactants and/or fever even if they do not have typical symptoms.

There is no consensus on when to stop the treatment in BS patients in remission. Moreover, remission has not been well defined in BS since it is difficult to conclude whether the stable disease is due to the treatment itself or due to relapsing remitting nature of the disease. Additionally, it is difficult to define a standard protocol for all BS patients for stopping
treatment since men and younger patients have a higher risk of relapse. The decision to stop treatment for patients with only mucocutaneous involvement is somewhat easier and can be made together with the patient depending on how much these lesions impair the patient’s life quality. In patients with major organ involvement, immunosuppressives are tapered after 2–5 years of remission depending on the patient’s age, gender, severity of involvement and the amount of damage.
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